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Easy to Use Forehead
Thermometer

WARRANTY

ISO 9001:2015 
CERTIFIED QUALITY 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Directions for Use:

Forehead thermometers should be used in-doors at room temperature 
(approximately 68°to 86°F). Avoid direct sunlight or strong heat. 

Do not take the temperature of an individual if they have been eating, 
drinking or exercising within the last 30 minutes due to the possibility  
of temperature fluctuation.

1.  Remove backing.

2.  Hold thermometer at both ends, pressing firmly on dry forehead for 
     approximately 15 seconds.

3.  Read Thermometer while on forehead. Green indicates the correct 
     temperature.

          If you do not see Green, Blue or Tan will appear:

          Blue: add 1°F/0.5°C / Tan: subtract 1°F/0.5°C. 

4. Reusable up to 5 times.

Specifications

  Temperature points

95°F/35°C
96.8°F/36°C

98.6.4°F/ 37°C
100.4°F/38°C 
102.2°F/39°C 
104°F/40°C 

Accuracy ± 1.8°F / 1°C

Classification
FDA Class II Medical Device

Class I in accordance with EU 2017/745. 
ISO 9001:2015

Label Type Reversible, Liquid Crystal based. Reusable with 
repositionable medical grade adhesive.

Dimensions 2.825 in x .44 in (7.1755 cm x 1.12 cm)

CE Approval Yes

Shelf Life 2 years

The NEW Wahl Fever Alert Forehead Thermometer is a liquid crystal 
forehead thermometer which provides an accurate and easy to read dual 
scale temperature reading by changing color to indicate an elevated skin 
temperature. You can obtain an accurate temperature in approximately 15 
seconds.

Simply watch the liquid crystal display until the colors stop changing. 
Since you are able to take a subject’s temperatures in a non-invasive way, 
the forehead thermometers are ideal for use with anyone, allowing for 
non-contact fever screening.

This disposable thermometer is an FDA Class II registered medical device 
with a reusable and repostionable medical grade adhesive. They are a cost 
and time-effective solution for a quick check of an individual’s tempera-
ture. These thermometers are reusable (up to 5 times by the same person) 
allowing you to monitor a subject’s temperature throughout the day or 
week and still maintain an appropriate social distance.

As a medical device, the forehead label can also be used as a tool for 
verification if a thermal imaging or infrared system indicate an elevated 
skin temperature in an individual. A physician should always be consulted 
if a fever is detected.

  Safe, Easy, Quick Temperature Monitoring

Always consult your physician if a fever is detected.

To be administered by adults only. Keep out of reach of children.

See how 
it works!

Available in packages of 10/20/100 
with reclosable zipper top.  
(Package includes hang hole which  
fits standard peg hooks for retail).

Also available in rolls of 5,000.
 
Labels are perforated for easy 
separation.

Important Note: The Forehead Thermometer is a medical device that measures 
skin temperature. It cannot be used to detect or diagnose COVID-19/Corona virus.


